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APPLICATION OF A SIMULATION MODEL TO AN INDUSTRIAL 

ETHANE-CRACKING FURNACE OPERATION 
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Computer simulation of an ethane furnace in the olefin production is presented. It is focused on the 

application of modelling programs for the simulation of multistage chemical technology processes. The 

submitted strategy allows the modelling of homogeneous and heterogeneous processes in reactors of 

any complexity on basis of experimental data processing. The simulation of reactor processes has been 

performed with the use of the CHEMCAD program for the ethane thermal cracking. The main products 

of Steam Cracking Olefin production technology are the ethylene and propylene. It is necessary to use 

an appropriate kinetic model for the simulations, because it determines the results of the simulation. 

Choice of the mathematical theory is also important, since it determines the number of the iterations 

and the running time of the simulations. The chosen model has to harmonise with the pyrolysis 

simulation and in order to get accurate results and it is also necessary to consider each radical reaction. 
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cracking 

 

Introduction 

At present, chemical engineers are showing great interest in development of computer models 

for reactor processes and their application for the simulation and optimization in industrial 

level. The modern approach to the creation of resource-saving technologies assumes the 

application of suitable software to simulate complete multistage industrial systems, in 

particular, reactor processes. The thermal decomposition of ethane takes place at 830–860 

°C temperature in a pyrolysis furnace. From kinetic aspect, this reactor can be considered as 

a plug-flow reactor. This kind of kinetic reactor has been chosen from ChemCad list for 

modelling of the furnace [1]. Application of modelling programs for the purpose of their 

inclusion in models of complete industrial system imposes certain requirements on their 

procedure. In case we want to modify some parameters of technology, than we can do it in a 

simulation program. 

 

1. Ethane cracking simulation 

1.1. Mathematical model of the simulation 

According to this, the strategy of simulation of reactor processes with the application of 

modelling programs in the construction of computer models for complete flow sheets of 

industrial chemical processes consists of the following: 

(1) stoichiometric data are specified for each reaction; 

(2) key component conversions in the reactions, which can be determined from experimental 

data, are specified for each reaction; and 

(3) the reactor process is calculated with determination of the flow rate, composition, 

temperature and other characteristics of an outlet stream, as well as the required flow rate for 

a heating (or cooling) agent, if it is necessary to supply/remove heat etc. [1]. 

This is the way of solving the direct problem of computer modelling for reactor processes. 

Chemical engineers from petroleum companies widely use cubic equations of state (EoS) and 
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especially the ones proposed by Peng and Robinson (Peng–Robinson EoS noted PR-EoS 

afterwards) and by Soave (Soave–Redlich–Kwong EoS, noted SRK EoS afterwards) [2]. 

These state equations directly come from the Van der Waals theory and can be written for a 

given mixture under the general form (1): 

 

     (1) 

 

where P is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature and v, the molar volume of the fluid, 

Q(v) is a second order polynomial in Classical Van der Waals mixing rules are frequently 

used to relate the a and b parameters of a mixture to the composition and to the ai and bi 

parameters of the pure components i. Parameter a is taken to be a quadratic function of the 

mole fractions and parameter b is a linear function. The key point when using such cubic EoS 

to describe complex mixtures like petroleum fluids is to give appropriate values to the binary 

interaction parameters. The thermodynamic derivative properties are second order 

derivatives of some thermodynamic potential with respect to other properties that are first-

order derivatives with respect to the same potential, e.g. pressure, volume, and enthalpy [2]. 

The rigorous thermodynamic expressions for thermal expansivity is αP, isothermal 

compressibility is βT, calorific capacity is CP, and Joule–Thompson coefficient is μ (2). 

                     (2) 

 

where CR
V is the residual calorific capacity at constant volume Cid

P is the ideal gas calorific 

capacity, and ρ = P/ZRT, where ρ is the molar density, Z is the fluid compressibility factor, 

R is the universal gas constant, P is the absolute pressure, and T is the absolute temperature 

of the system. 

The next step is to find the right mathematical program that can be used for present 

simulation. The hydrocarbons are in vapour phase in the radiant zone so it is possible to use 

the Soave–Redlich–Kwong enthalpy model [3]. The model is based on ideal gas law, but it 

considers the realistic gases as well. The base equations are the followings (3): 

 

   (3) 
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where: 

P: partial pressure [Pa] 

T: temperature [K] 

R: gas constant [kJ/kmol K] 

V: volume (l) 

: kinesics speed 

: factor 

 

1.2. Theoretical considerations 

The traditional mathematical modelling technique for reactor processes is based on the 

application of detailed kinetic models. Kinetic data of many processes may be absent or their 

kinetics may be studied insufficiently. Moreover, numerical non-convergence may be 

observed both for a single reactor process and for an entire flow sheet while simulating 

multistage chemical technology processes with recirculation [4]. One of the raw materials of 

olefin plants is the recycled ethane. The technology of pyrolysis is based on the thermal 

cracking of hydrocarbons. The temperature inside the radiant tubes of furnace is between 

830–860 °C. The high temperature indicates the high – energy collision and the 

decomposition of hydrocarbon molecules into radicals. Thermal cracking of ethane in the 

furnace means a series of complex consecutive and parallel reactions, but the yield of 

ethylene is more than 40%. The reaction processes is mainly based on radical mechanisms 

though molecular reactions can also be identified in the system. These mechanisms have 

three main steps. The first one is the chain-initiation step that includes endothermic reactions, 

so that need heat to start decomposition. The second group consists of chain-propagation 

reactions and the last group of reactions is the group of chain-termination reactions that 

generate new molecules like olefins, paraffins and hydrogen [5]. Reactions in the third group 

are exothermic that means it is necessary to use cooling. The ethane enters the furnace in 100 

mol% after separation and recycling while the cracked gases contain 30–40% ethane, so the 

pyrolysis per one pass cannot be considered very effective. Chemcad simulator was used for 

the simulation of ethane cracking in the radiant zone of the furnace. The main objective of 

the simulation was to optimize the ethane re-pyrolysis cycle. 

 

1.3. Kinetic Model 

The first step of ethane thermal pyrolysis simulation is creating the reaction scheme (4–7) 

[6]. 

 HCHMHCHM pp 22
     (4) 

MpCH2.+ R1• → R1H + R3•  (5) 

R3→Mo + R4• (6) 

R4• + Mp→R3• + H  (7) 
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where: 

Mp – paraffin 

MO – olefin 

R1-R4 – radical molecule 

H – hydrogen. 

Decomposition of generated radicals is modelled on the basis of steady-state, so all radicals 

are transformed in each integration step. The most important beta-scission reactions are 

modelled using temperature dependent selectivity. Beta-scission is divided to scission of C-

H and C-C bonds. C-H scission recognizes primary, secondary and tertiary carbon atoms and 

C-C bonds scissions are divided according to the count of substituents (substituents of the 

bond). 

A mechanistic kinetic model was developed on the basis of a detailed reaction network 

containing 81 pieces of individual reactions [5], including both radical and molecular ones. 

Kinetic parameters were assigned to each reaction from published and arranged in the 

literature data [7, 10]. Validation of the model was performed by comparing its results with 

those obtained experimentally from cracked gas analysis of an industrially operated furnace, 

fitting the kinetic parameters to experimentally measured yield data. 

The theory of kinetic parameters is based on the Arrhenius equation (8) [7, 10]. 

0lnln A
RT

E
k      (8) 

 

where: 

k: reaction rate constant 

T: temperature [K] 

R: gas constant [kJ/kmol K] 

E: activation energy [kJ/Kmol] 

A0: frequency factor 

 

The radical reactions cannot be shown with “normal” kinetic equations. Experts launched the 

Severity factor instead, that is a simple method for complex pyrolysis reaction-system, which 

was introduced by LINDEN and PECK (9) [8] 

 

                                                                
06,0 tS     (9) 

 

where: 

S: severity of pyrolysis 

t: coil outlet temperature [°C] 

τ: residence time [sec] 

 

1.4. Modelling 

To build-up the furnace model, a simulation program is also needed. According to this, the 

calculation strategy of reactor processes with the application of modelling to build up 

computer models for complete flow-sheets of industrial chemical processes as it was 

described in 2.1. [9]. 
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For nearly 25 years [3] Chemstations Co. and its chemical process simulation software 

CHEMCAD have been evolving with the highly dynamic chemical engineering industry. The 

steps to make the ethane cracking simulations in CHEMCAD are as follows: 

1. to build the flow sheet, kinetic reactor to define the special molecules (radicals) 

2. to choose the right mathematical model 

3. to install each parameter of the reactor 

4. to run the simulation program 

5. to collect the results 
 

First step is to define the reactions. The composition of raw material and the products came 

from the laboratory data of the measurements. Next step is to determine the type of model. 

The mechanistic model was chosen for this purpose. Since this model is very complex and it 

calculates the results through numerical iterations, needs more running time. The next step is 

to assign kinetic parameters for each reaction. It was very important to take care about the 

complexity. 

 
1.5. Technology 

The ethane and the steam enter the convection zone together and the mixture is heated up by 

the flue gases, which come from the radiant zone. Outlet temperature of the convection zone 

is 550–650 °C, where the cracking of some hydrocarbons is already started. The purpose of 

the water feed is to keep the pressure in the tube and suppress the coke formation. The stream 

enters the radiation section where the conditions are controlled, such as the temperature, 

pressure, and residence time. The temperature at the exit of radiation zone achieves 850–

860°C. In this zone the hydrocarbons crack and some other kinds of different (shorter) 

molecules are formed. The hydrocarbon fractions are very diverse from C1 fraction to C10 

fraction in case of ethane cracking. The main product of the ethane cracking furnace is the 

ethylene. The furnace produces approximately 24 vol% ethane. The first period of the 

reactions is endothermic, so it needs high energy impute. In industrial practice a mixture of 

methane fraction and natural gas is used for heating. At the end of the radiant zone the 

reactions became exothermic, so the reaction mixture needs cooling. The cooling method is 

the quench cooling system that includes a heat-exchanger cooling the “cracked” gases by 

high-pressure boiler-feed-water (BFW), producing high-pressure steam by using the heat of 

cracked gases. The gases are further cooled by a direct spray of pyrolysis heavy oil reaching 

a temperature of 300 °C. Following this, the cracked gases are driven to the gas separation 

units. The technology parameters have to be set in such a way to obtain the maximum 

monomer (ethylene, and propylene) production and the minimum yield of methane and heavy 

hydrocarbons. The constraints of the process (ex. Capacities) as well as the financial aspects 

have also to be considered.  For example it is not profitable to increase the amount of dilution 

steam, because it needs lot of energy and increases the operational cost. 

 

1.6. Chemcad simulation 

Figure 1 shows the furnace scheme in Chemcad software. 

The raw materials, steam and ethane enter a theoretical mixer (2), so it is possible to vary 

the CH/Steam ratio within the specified limits. The heat exchanger (3) symbolizes the 

convection section. The radiation zone is simulated by the kinetic reactor (1). The controller 

has the role to keep the integration time. The component separator (5) is a theoretical 

separation, in order to measure the hydrocarbons and the water separately. The geometry of 
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the furnace could be set up and the radiation zone has four independent tube sections (the 

height of tubes is 10 m and the inside diameters of the tubs are 0,108 m and the full length is 

70 m). The ethane feed is 10.5t/h, and the steam feed is 4t/h in each tube. The raw material 

contains 99,96 w% ethane. The ethane and ethylene are the two key components. The 

theoretical conversion is about 60%. The main purpose of the ethane cracking simulation is 

to build up the model that can be suitable for modelling the ethane cracking furnace operation. 

The results of the simulations produced similar data like the real furnace (same operational 

data, and same stream properties). 

 
Figure 1  

Process flow diagram of the ehtane furnace 

Table 1 

Cracked gas composition by CHEMCAD and laboratory data 

 

 

According to the table it can be concluded that the results are similar. The hydrogen, ethane, 

ethylene, propylene concentrations modelled by CHEMCAD and measured laboratory data 

are in good harmony with each other.  
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Conclusions 

The main products of the olefin plant are the ethylene and propylene, which are produced by 

thermal cracking of different hydrocarbons. The ethylene goes to the polymer plants and the 

ethane is driven to the furnace again for re-pyrolysis. However, there are more furnaces in 

operation in the olefin plant and each furnace produce ethane, so the ethane-recycle shall be 

established by the operation of ethane-cracking furnace. The most important task of the 

optimization is to find the optimum parameters of the ethane cycle, between the ethane – 

ethylene distillation column and ethane cracking furnace. The ethane cracking furnace is not 

able to take in all the ethane produced in the furnaces because the inlet feed has a maximum 

capacity, and the distillation tower has a maximum capacity. It is necessary to find those 

optimum parameters, by means of which the ethane quantity continuously recycling in the 

olefin plant system can be reduced. Moreover, the purpose of the simulation is to choose the 

right mathematical model, because it is necessary to get similar results to the real operational 

data and yields. 
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